CONDAT backpack sprayer
from Laser Industrie
Leaflet
N°C03832-998
Description
Only the main parts are identified. For information only as the design may be modified.

0.5/1m
telescopic
lance

Hand pump and
valve for
compressor

Carrying handle

3m coiled
hose

6 bar pressure
gauge

Safety valve
6 litre steel
orange tank
(cataphoretic1
coating)
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Condat N°C03832-998
Usage :
The Condat sprayer is designed specifically for applying liquid grease for lubricating rail
chairs.
The sprayer is made in France and complies with current EC standards .
Ergonomy
6 litre sprayer housed in a very comfortable sprayer
holder that can be adjusted to fit the user. Lance
holder, easy to access.
Safety
Easy to use for fast application. Robust steel tank
(cataphoresis surface treatment).
Technical characteristics
Maximum pressure: 6 bar
Maximum temperature: 50°
Overall capacity: 9 litres
Operating capacity: 6 litres

Option: C08107-998
confortable sprayer holder

Parts of the sprayer
Pump separate from the filler cap (avoids
handling and damage to the pump).
Carry handle.
6 bar safety valve.
Coiled hose (3m), with swivel tank connector.
0.5m/1m telescopic lance.
Fan jet nozzle with filter + stainless steel disk.
Very comfortable to carry, specifically designed
to be worn for long periods.
Accessories
I9 MP maintenance kit with spare seals.

Warranty: 1 year. An exploded diagram of the sprayer is provided for ordering
spare parts
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•

1. Characteristics of the Condat sprayer
6 bar sprayer housed in a very comfortable backpack with adjustable shoulder and
back straps to fit the user.

•

2 . Warranty
The sprayers are guaranteed for 1 year, parts and labour.

•

3. Maintenance

The sprayer should be maintained to ensure that it stays in good working order.
Before use
- Check that the sprayer is clean and that there is no dirt in the tank .
- Fill with grease, maximum 6 litres.
- Refit the filler cap.
- Pressurise using a compressor or pumping manually up to 6 bar, the safety valve
operates at 6 bar.
- Bleed the air from the lance until the grease appears.
- Adjust the nozzle as required.
During use
- Repressurise if necessary using the pump.
- Ensure that the sprayer operates at maximum pressure to apply the grease correctly.
After use
The air pressure in the sprayer must be released by lifting the safety valve before
the tank can be opened.
- Open the tank and drain it.
- Dilute the cleaner and pour into the tank, close the tank and shake.
- Pressurise to 3 bar and spray the cleaner into a container.
- Clean the filter and nozzles and reassemble the sprayer.
•
4. Recommendations
- The telescopic lance should be screwed on tightly to prevent leaks.
- The sprayer should be placed in the carrier between the back support and the rigid
frame to hold it firmly in position during use.
- Do not leave the sprayer under pressure when it is not in use or when it is stored.
- Do not expose the sprayer to heat.
- Do not use products other than those required for its intended use .
- Do not try to clean the sprayer with tools that may cause damage.
- Do not try to dismantle the safety valve.
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SPRAYER
FERROVIAIRE
C03832-998
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SPARE PARTS FOR SPAYER CONDAT
Reference

Code SAP

SPARE PARTS SPRAYER C03832-998

351439

C08120-998 FULL PUMP WHITH HANDLE

252213

C08108-998 BAG OF REPAIR

251999

C08141-998 FULL METAL PUMP I9

252203

C08142-998 RESERVOIR CAPS + SEAL

252206

C08143-998 VALVE + SEAL LASER METAL

252207

C08131-998 PRESSURE GAUGE CONTROL

283743

C08107-998 ULTRA COMFORT SUPPORT PRO SPRAY

283079

C08130-998 SAFETY VALVE 6 BAR

283745

C08132-998 FULL SPIRAL PIPE

283080

C08145-998 COMPLETE PIPE RIGHT 1,5 M

322343

C08127-998 NUT M18 X 150 HARDI

410551

C08128-998 STAINLESS STEEL LOZENGE 8/10

410944

C08144-998 PUMP VALVE VITON GREY

482264

C08146-998 LASER PUMP RING I9/13M

614366

C08133-998 BLUE JET FILTER 0,15

712998

C08147-998 O-RING 82,2 X 5,7 NBR 70 SH

719589

C08134-998 O RING R28 FPM 70SH GREEN

750700

C08109-998 FULL TELESCOPIC LANCE

711919

C08129-998 GREEN SPRAY NOZZLE WITH 80° CORNER

777528

C08148-998 SEAL OF FIBER MANOMETER

781999

C08149-998 O-RING 30 X 3 FPM 70 SH

72032500 C08110-998 LANCE HANDLE
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